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Auction NFT-Auction Virtually Real

Date 30.11.2022, ca. 15:23

Preview 25.11.2022 - 10:00:00 bis 
28.11.2022 - 18:00:00

Damjanski
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Title: "Nude Study Merge".
Created: 2022.
Owner: Damjanski.
Token ID: 108352371748280379124846156310975130937929688322164114480581434945191364526081.
Token Type: NFT, ERC-1155.
Blockchain: Ethereum.
Minted: OpenSea (Damjanski).
Smart Contract: 0x495f947276749Ce646f68AC8c248420045cb7b5e.
Royalties: 10 %.
Media Storage: IPFS.
Format: MP4 (1 minute).
Dimensions: 1080 x1920 pixel.
Size: 74,2 MB.

NFT
For the first time, Damjanski offers an NFT from his "Nude Study" series, which has not previously existed in this
complexity within the series.

Damjanski's artistic work explores the concept of apps as works of art. In the series "Nude Study", the artist explores
the theme of "Aktstudien" using his "Bye Bye Camera" application as an artistic tool. With the use of the mobile
application, he explores photographic moments, taking portions of the surroundings while erasing human presence.
Images present viewers with a digitally enhanced environment where, instead of information adding up, visual data
"deletes" or "cancels," just as our existence. In this liminal space, a world exists where humans are neither present nor
extinct but soaked in technology. The artist's presence is tangible as he acts for capturing these augmented
photographs. Likewise, the AI tool detects body shapes but keeps human traces like the shadows. He compares these
visual traces to surreal artefacts of a speculative scenario that is post-human. The result is a digitally enhanced reality
where humans stand at the verge of presence and absence, somewhere between the physical and the immaterial.

Payment also possible with the cryptocurrency Ether (ETH).

 
VAN HAM Kunstauktionen GmbH & Co KG, Hitzelerstr. 2, 50968 Köln,
Tel. +49 (221) 92 58 62-0, Fax: +49 (221) 92 58 62-4, E-Mail: info@van-ham.com

https://etherscan.io/address/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e
http://byebye.camera/


 

In addition to our GTC, the special conditions for auctions of NFTs also apply.

Estimate: 3.000 € - 5.000 €
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